Advertising in
The University Library

Thank you for your interest in displaying advertising in the University Library. Please leave your advertising materials at reception and our Promotions Team will display them as soon as possible. You are welcome to display a poster yourself on the Community Noticeboard, near the Library Café.

Please be aware we:

- Cannot guarantee to display advertising, unless agreed in advance.
- Reserve the right to take displayed materials down at any time without notice.
- Cannot return posters we display, unless agreed beforehand.
- Can only display advertising for services, facilities and opportunities of interest to students.
- Only allow posters with tear-off strips on the Community Noticeboard. For other boards, we recommend using a memorable shortened URL or smartphone readable codes, such as QR or SnapCodes.

Materials to be displayed should:

- Be truthful, accurate, decent, lawful and current.
- Be flat or rolled, not creased or folded.
- Not comprise advertisements for goods, chattels or property for rental or purchase. For book sales/swaps/requests, we recommend using our Book swap/sale noticeboard available from the Book Nook near the Library Café and on the Library website, where offers/requests are copied to the Library website to reach the widest possible audience.

If you wish to discuss the suitability of advertising materials, please ask a member of Library staff.

For further details, please speak to any member of Library staff or contact the Library Promotions Team:

W: Click the button on the Library website and complete the web form, tell us briefly what you want to display and your contact details and we will reply as soon as we can.

T: 023 9284 3228

David Bennett, Assistant Librarian (Promotions)
University of Portsmouth
The University Library
1 June 2018